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You are lost. In between time and space. Your way back home is blocked by an enigmatic object. As a Dungeon Raider you must find the way out. FEATURES - Endless endless dungeon exploration - Beating each enemy in a different way using different weapons - Discover new weapons and monsters -
Unlock game progress through in-game achievements - Local coop with online chat support - Hinting system for hints, tips, and tricks - Fantastic soundtrack - 4 levels of difficulty to beat - Action RPG with endless dungeon - Randomly generated levels - Different jumping mechanic - Encouraging AI

(optional) - No hand holding - Currently safe for Steam users only for Windows Perhaps the final update to Abkhan Studios' dungeon crawler has added last week's bug fix. Playable multiplayer coop! Add this title to your wishlist if you'd like to hear about a new version of the game when it drops in January.
ABKHAN STUDIOS I don't know how I didn't see this before, but if you've been following these updates you'll notice we've added in the dungeon crawler co-op to the game. It is a very early version, and we are still tweaking it, but nonetheless you'll be able to travel with another Dungeon Raider in your

game. If you would like to try it out, or are looking to purchase, you can now! You can find it on our Steam store page. We have not yet added any of the cooperative gameplay mechanics, we will be doing that soon though! See you in the dungeon! ABKHAN STUDIOS Greetings, Raider! Congratulations for
making it this far. If you wish to expand your experience, you may consider purchasing this update. ABKHAN STUDIOS It's that time again. The Dungeon Master himself, Amadeus, has left a note in the game to tell you that a new update is coming! You will all be happy to know that this time we finally

added in multiplayer co-op to the game. On top of this we have a bug fix, a couple of new music tracks, some fresh monsters, and a new stream of content is planned for the launch of our next update in the coming months. If you wish to see this get added to your game today, you can purchase it here.
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Exploaris: Vermis Story Features Key:
Humanoid-like creature similar to Leshy or Quetzal

Beast-like creature, similar to Gremlin
Undead creature with a walking skeleton

High fantasy adventure RPG, solved with an experience points system, quests, magic and experience potions
Solve puzzles, solve plot flaws

Solve mysteries
Travel in travel party, make decisions with your party

Win rewards, get powerful items
Rewards depend on the protagonist you play as.

Play for fun or to win
Play for fun, not just collect items

How to play Exploaris: Vermis story

Explore the lands, use tools to progress, find and solve puzzles, go on quests, earn money, buy and sell items, help the story and enjoy the game!

Main features of Exploaris: Vermis story

Explore lands on a hex grid map
Explore forests, cities, mountains, deserts, seas and ruins
Lush colorful graphic, high resolution detail
Story maps, all maps are hand drawn
Adventure plot elements, like quests, role play, puzzles, magic
Experience Points system, characters lvl up with experience, earn and lose experience
Magic, more magic always better, ofcourse
Shop owner, buy and sell items
Buy powerful, unique items, earn money with your in game actions
Make choices, decide what to do, what you want, what are the answers to the puzzles
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